Abstract-Compared to the protein 3-class secondary structure (SS) prediction, the 8-class prediction gains less attention and is also much more challenging, especially for proteins with few sequence homologs. This paper presents a new probabilistic method for 8-class SS prediction using Conditional Neural Fields (CNFs), a recently-invented probabilistic graphical model. This CNF method not only models complex relationship between sequence features and SS, but also exploits interdependency among SS types of adjacent residues. In addition to sequence profiles, our method also makes use of non-evolutionary information for SS prediction. Tested on the CB513 and RS126 datasets, our method achieves Q8 accuracy 64.9% and 64.7%, respectively, which are much better than the SSpro8 web server (51.0% and 48.0%, respectively). Our method can also be used to predict other structure properties (e.g., solvent accessibility) of a protein or the SS of RNA.
I. INTRODUCTION
Protein secondary structure is the local structure of a protein segment formed by hydrogen bonds and of great importance for studying a protein. There are two regular secondary structure types: alpha-helix and beta-strand, as suggested by Linus Pauling and his co-workers [1] more than fifty years ago. A protein segment connecting alphahelices and/or beta-strands is called coil or loop region. Instead of using only atoms Kabsch and Sander [2] group secondary structures into eight classes with all atoms coordinates. This classification is a finer-grain model of the three-class one and contains more useful information, such as the difference between three-helix and four-helix. The secondary structure content of a protein is highly correlated with its tertiary structure and function. It is also suggested that secondary structures play the role of basic subunits during the folding and unfolding process of a protein [3] . Thus, secondary structure can be considered as the transition state from primary sequence to tertiary structure. It will help with protein tertiary structure prediction and functional annotation if the secondary structure is known [4] .
Protein secondary structure prediction from primary sequence has been an important research topic in the field of bioinformatics. It is important to predict the 8-class secondary structure since 8-class secondary structure provides more detailed information about the local structure of a protein. It is also much more challenging to predict the 8-class secondary structure using machine learning methods because of the extremely unbalanced distribution of the 8-class secondary structure types in native structures.
A variety of machine learning methods have been proposed to predict protein secondary structure, especially for the 3-class (alpha, beta or coil) secondary structure prediction. For example, many neural network (NN) methods have been published for three-class secondary structure prediction [5] - [12] ; these methods achieve Q3 accuracy approximately 80%. PSIPRED is one of the representatives and widely used for protein sequence analysis. However, these NN methods usually do not take into consideration the interdependency relationship among secondary structure types of adjacent residues. Hidden Markov model (HMM) [13] is capable of describing this relationship [14] , [15] , but it is challenging for HMM to model the complex nonlinear relationship between input protein features and secondary structure, especially when a large amount of heterogeneous protein features are available. Support vector machines (SVM) have also been applied to secondary structure prediction [16] - [20] . Similar to the neural network methods, it is also challenging for SVM to deal with the dependency among secondary structure types of adjacent residues. In addition, SVM outputs cannot be directly interpreted as or easily transformed into likelihood/probability, which makes the prediction results difficult to interpret. Very few methods are developed for eight-class secondary structure prediction. To the best of our knowledge, SSpro8 [21] is the only program that can predict eight-class secondary structure of a protein. Similar to many other NN methods, SSpro8 does not exploit the interdependency relationship among secondary structure types of adjacent residues.
In this article, we present a Conditional Neural Fields (CNFs) [22] method for 8-class protein secondary structure prediction. CNF is a recently-invented probabilistic graphical model and has been used for protein conformation sampling [23] and handwriting recognition [22] . CNF is a perfect integration of CRF (Conditional Random Fields) [24] and neural networks and bears the strength of both CRFs and neural networks. Neural networks can model nonlinear relationship between observed protein features (e.g., sequence profiles) and secondary structure types, but cannot easily model interdependency among adjacent secondary structures. Similar to HMM, CRFs can model interdependency among adjacent secondary structures, but cannot easily model nonlinear relationship between observed protein features (e.g., sequence profiles) and secondary structure types. By combing the strength of both neural networks and CRFs, CNFs not only can model the nonlinear relationship between observed protein features and secondary structure types, but also can model interdependency among adjacent secondary structures. Similar to CRFs, CNFs can also provide a probability distribution over all the possible secondary structure types of a given protein. That is, instead of generating a single secondary structure type at each residue, our CNF method will generate the probability distribution of the 8 secondary structure types. The probability distribution may be useful for other purposes such as protein conformation sampling [23] , [25] . Our CNF method achieves a much better Q8 accuracy than SSPro8.
Our software and datasets used in this paper are available at http://ttic.uchicago.edu/~zywang/RaptorX-SS8 .
II. METHOD
We represent the input features of a given protein by a
where is the number of residues in the protein. The ℎ column vector ⃗ represents the protein features associated with the ℎ residue. We represent the secondary structure of a protein using a sequence of integers taking values from one to the number of secondary structure types (i.e., 8). Formally, for a given protein with length , we denote its secondary structure as ⃗ = ( 1 , . . . , ) where ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8}. In Figure 1 , our model defines the conditional probability of secondary structure ⃗ on protein features ⃗ as follows.
(
() is a hidden neuron function that does nonlinear transformation of input protein features, is the window size, and is the number of hidden neuron nodes (i.e., ()). The edge feature function () models interdependency between two adjacent secondary structure types and the label feature function () models the dependency of secondary structure type on a window (with size ) of sequence information. Formally, () and () are defined as follows.
where (⋅) is an indicator function, and are model parameters to be trained and and represent secondary structure types. The formula in Equation (1) can be explained by Figure 1 , which contains three layers of nodes: the secondary structure types ⃗ , the hidden neurons , and the input protein features vectors ⃗ . The conditional probability ( ⃗ | ⃗ ) depends on ⃗ and the output values from the hidden neuron nodes. Neuron nodes extract information from a shifting window of ⃗ . To capture higher-order dependency among adjacent secondary structure types, we combine secondary structures of two adjacent residues into a single second-order type, which results in the second-order CNF model. Formally, we use˜= ( , +1 ), = 1.. − 1 as the second-order type on position instead of . With this transformation, we obtain a second order CNF model.
A. Model training and prediction
training. Here we only briefly introduce the training algorithm for CNF. Please refer to [22] for a detailed account of the CNF training algorithm. Given training proteins with features { } = {( ⃗ 1 , . . . , ⃗ )} and their native secondary structure types { } = {( 1 , . . . , )}, = 1. . . , we train the CNF model by maximizing the occurring probability of the native secondary structure types. That is, we estimate the parameters and in Equations 2, 3, and by maximizing = ∏ =1 ( ⃗ | ⃗ ). Empirically, to avoid overfitting caused by a large number of model parameters, we add a regularization factor into the log-likelihood. That is, instead of maximizing we maximize log + || ⃗ , ⃗ , ⃗|| 2 where is a regularization factor used to control the model complexity. Although we cannot find the optimal solution for this training problem, we can find a pretty good suboptimal solution using the L-BFGS (Limited memory BFGS [26] ) algorithm. To obtain a good final solution, we can generate a set of suboptimal solutions with different starting solutions and use the best suboptimal solution as the final solution. The best window size and regularization factor can be determined using cross validation.
prediction. After the model parameters are trained, we can use the model to predict the secondary structure of a protein. We first use a forward-backward algorithm [13] to calculate the marginal probability of 8 secondary structure types at each residue, ( | ⃗ ). Then the secondary structure type with the highest marginal probability can be used as the predicted secondary structure.
B. Protein features
Input features. We use both position-dependent and position-independent protein features: PSSM (position specific score matrix), propensity of being endpoints of secondary structures, physico-chemical property, correlated contact potential of amino acids and primary sequence. The first one feature is position-dependent and the latter four are position-independent.
PSSM contains evolutionary information derived from sequence homologs and is a position-dependent feature. The other three features are position-independent and not directly relevant to evolutionary information. To produce PSSM of a given protein, we use PSIBLAST to search it against the NR (non-redundant) database with E-value=0.001 and five iterations. Low information and coiled-coil sequences in the NR database are removed as outliers using the pfilt program in the PSIPRED package.
Every amino acid has a specific propensity of being endpoints of a secondary structure segment. Duan et al [20] has demonstrated that it helps with secondary structure prediction by using this kind of propensity. We generated this kind of propensity by a simple statistics on a set of non-redundant protein structures.
We also use the physico-chemical property of an amino acid as the input features. The physico-chemical property has been studied in [27] for secondary structure prediction and is represented by a vector of seven scalars.
The correlated contact potential of amino acids estimate the correlation between two amino acids by calculating the correlation of the contact potential vectors of these two amino acids. The contact potential of an amino acid is taken from [28] . The correlated contact potential matrix has been used by Peng and Xu [29] for finding templates in protein tertiary structure prediction and has proved to be useful.
The information contained in a primary sequence can be represented by a 20x20 identity matrix, where each unit row vector represents an amino acid. Thus, the primary sequence is denoted as the identity matrix in following sections.
In summary, every residue has twenty-dimension PSSM features and 58-dimension position independent features. In all the experiments except Figure 2, 3 , we use all of those input features. The native secondary structure of a given protein is calculated using the DSSP package [2] .
Neff. Given the PSSM of a protein, we calculate a value (Neff) for each residue in the protein to evaluate the information content derived from sequence homologs,
where is the frequency vector converted from PSSM for the ℎ residue in the protein. The Neff value of a given protein is calculated by the average Neff of all the residues. The Neff of a protein approximately measures the number of non-redundant sequence homologs that can be detected by PSIBLAST from the NR database. Neff ranges from 1 to 20 since there are only 20 amino acids in protein sequences. We call those proteins with small Neff values (e.g., less than 5) as low-homology proteins since they do not have a large number of non-redundant sequence homologs in the NR database. According to our experience, the more non-redundant sequence homologs are available for a protein, the easier to predict its secondary structure. It is very challenging to predict secondary structure for the proteins with few sequence homologs.
C. Training and test datasets
We use two public benchmarks CB513 [11] and RS126 [8] to test the performance of our CNF method and study the relative importance of various features.
We also use a large dataset cullpdb_pc30_res2.5_R1.0_ d100716 (denoted as CullPDB) from the PISCES server [30] , which contains about 8,000 proteins with high resolution structure (less than 2.5˙) and up to 30% sequence identity. We also remove protein chains with less than 50 or more than 1500 residues. For those chains with missing residues, we cut them at the missing positions into several segments. The redundancy between the CullPDB set and CB513 and RS126 is also removed.
In our results, all cross validation we conduct is five-fold cross validation; 4/5 of the data is used for training and 1/5 of the data for validation. In the experiments of Tables I and  III and Figures 2 and 3 , the results are averaged among fivefold cross validation on their datasets. In Table II and Figure  4 , CNF models are trained on the dataset of CullPDB. We do not do cross-validation on the dataset of RS126, since it only contains 126 proteins.
III. RESULTS

A. Q8 accuracy and SOV on CB513 and RS126
We use Q8 accuracy and SOV (Segment OVerlap score [31] ) to compare our CNF method with SSPro8 on two dataset, the CB513 dataset [11] and the RS126 dataset [8] .
To evaluate the Q8 accuracy of SSPro8, we submit the proteins sequences to the SSpro8 server and parse results returned by the server. To evaluate the Q8 accuracy of our method, we employed two strategies. One is to conduct cross validation on CB513. The other is to train our CNF model using the CullPDB dataset and then test the CNF model on CB513 and RS126 (Redundancy between the CB513/RS126 dataset and the CullPDB set is removed.). Table I lists the overall Q8 accuracy of our CNF method and SSPro8 and their accuracy on each secondary structure type as well as SOV (Segment OVerlap score [31] ). This table shows our CNF method significantly outperforms the SSpro8 web server. Table II shows results on all data of CB513 and Table I  Q8 ACCURACY OF OUR CNF METHOD AND SSPRO8 ON THE CB513  DATASET RS126 datasets. In this table, five CNF models are trained from CullPDB with different initializations and a consensus prediction is made for each residue. The accuracy on all data of CB513 is higher than the Q8 in Table I , maybe because more data are used in training. On both CB513 and RS126, our method outperforms SSpro8 significantly. We also conduct a cross-validation test on the CullPDB dataset and achieve 67.9% Q8 accuracy in average. The confusion matrix resulted from this experiment is shown in Table III . In this table, most 3/10-Helices(G) are predicted as -Helices(H), Turns(T), and Loops(L). -Bridges(B) are likely to be predicted as Extended strands(E) or Loops(L). Turns(T) have a high propensity to be misclassified as -Helices(H). Bends(S) are probably to be predicted as Loops(L) and Turns(T). There are also another two types of confusions. One is the confusion inside the same type of secondary structures, such as H, G are both helices, and E, B are both strands. The other is overlap between different classes. A Turn(T) is defined in [2] as one amino acid has a hydrogen bond with another, but not in a helix. This definition implies the similarity between a Turn and a Helix.
B. Relative importance of various features
There is no doubt that the position-specific score matrix (PSSM) is the most important information for secondary Table III  THE CONFUSION MATRIX OF RESULTS ON THE CULLPDB DATASET.  ITEMS IN THE structure prediction. Here we examine the relative importance of various position-independent features for secondary structure prediction. Our analysis shows that the propensity of being secondary structure endpoints (SSends) contributes more than other features. Figure 2 shows those Q8 accuracy of four positionindependent features (Physico-chemical property, propensity of SS endpoints, correlated contact potentials, and identity matrix) without PSSM features. No matter what the regularization factor is, the feature of SS endpoints works better than other features. However, when PSSM is also used, there seems to be no obvious difference among these position-independent features. Figure 3 displays Q8 accuracy of our CNF method with different features and trained with different regularization factors. Among the highest accuracy of all the CNF models, the gap is less than one percent in Q8 accuracy. In this figure, Test F-1 uses merely PSSM features, Test F-2 uses PSSM and Neff, Test F-3 uses PSSM and physico-chemical features, Test F-4 uses PSSM and SS endpoints, Test F-5 uses PSSM and contacts potentials, and Test F-6 uses PSSM and identity matrix. Every accuracy value is the average of five repeated experiments with same model parameters. The Q8 accuracy in Figure 3 of different features reach their maximum with different regularization factors, but are not far from each other, which indicates that position-independent features do not help improve 8-class secondary structure prediction if PSSM is used. 
C. Q8 accuracy on proteins with various Neff values
We also examine the performance of our method with respect to the Neff value of a protein. As shown in Figure  4 , we divide the Neff values into 9 intervals and calculate Q8 accuracy of both our CNF method and SSPro8 on CB513 with respect to Neff. On average our method performs better than SSPro8 no matter which Neff interval is considered. Our CNF model performs best on the proteins with Neff values in [7, 8) . The performance of our CNF method increases with respect to Neff when it is less than 8. It is interesting to notice that the performance decreases when Neff is larger than 8. This may imply that for secondary structure prediction, it may not be the best strategy to use evolutionary information in as many homologs as possible. Instead we should use a subset of sequence homologs to build sequence profile when there are many sequence homologs available. That is, we should not use a sequence profile with Neff larger than 8 to predict secondary structure. One possible method to reduce Neff is to run PSIBLAST with smaller E-value or fewer iterations. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a method for 8-class secondary structure prediction using Conditional Neural Fields (CNFs). Our CNF model not only captures the complex nonlinear relationship between protein features and secondary structure, but also exploits interdependence among secondary structure types of adjacent residues. This is why we can achieve a much better performance than existing methods. Furthermore, our CNF model defines a probability distribution over the secondary structure space. The probability distribution provided by our method can be in turn applied to protein conformation sampling [23] , [25] .
The error in secondary structure prediction may result from various factors. Similar to most existing methods, our method does not take into consideration long-range inter-residue interaction, which may be important forsheet prediction. This may be the major reason why we cannot do prediction on the beta-strand as well as the alpha helix. The unbalanced distribution of secondary structure types also makes it challenging to predict 8-class secondary structure, especially for 3/10-helix, -bridge and -helix. These secondary structure types in total account for only around 5% of residues.
Our method also achieves Q3 accuracy 81.17%, comparable to the popular 3-class secondary structure prediction program PSIPRED. We can further improve our method by improving the wiring scheme used to connect input features to hidden neurons so as to extract more information from sequence profiles and the chemical property profile of amino acids. It may also help by increasing the number of output states in our CNF model. As discussed in this paper, amino acids have different propensity of being in the two ends of a single secondary structure segment. Therefore, we can split a secondary structure state into several subcategories, like the head of a helix, the tail of a helix and the middle of a helix.
